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the female protagonist, mithika, is studied as a student in a posh college by an
anglo-canadian professor. director vinay mandrekar who made his directorial debut
with the movie, pens the script and has also composed the background score. this is

a remake of the malayalam movie soorya, which was directed by hariharan. it will
release on 15th december. the upcoming kabhi kabhie stars actor sunny deol and
his wife madhuri dixit in the lead roles. this movie is a comedy and is based on the

story of a widow and her son. manoj tiwari and soha ali khan star in supporting
roles. the upcoming kabhi kabhie stars actor sunny deol and his wife madhuri dixit
in the lead roles. this movie is a comedy and is based on the story of a widow and
her son. manoj tiwari and soha ali khan star in supporting roles. the trailer for the
movie suggests that it is a remake of the hindi movie chabukkababu, which was
released in 1986. the indian movie was a period drama and starred suresh gopi,
meenakshi seshadri and aishwarya rai in lead roles. the movie's trailer suggests
that the drama will be set in a village in kerala. 'the story revolves around the

travails of an orthodox family, led by the matriarch pammakuttan (anju aravind),
her sons and their business relations'. rajesh and raheel are the sons of a rich

businessman. in this movie, they decide to buy the dead man's property after their
father realises that he has been cheated by the business partners. the movie will

have actor mohanlal in a supporting role. it will release on 19th december.
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happening, a look at the
upcoming movies coming in
2017. from salman khan's "

sultan ", to the entire
collection of anupam kher's
" bombay velvet ". this is

the perfect time to get in to
the movies this year.

'pushpa: the rise - part 1'
revolves around the red

sanders heist in the hills of
andhra pradesh. allu arjun
will be seen sharing screen

space with rashmika
mandanna for the first time.
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the movie is expected to
release on 7th december.

creator of it's foss. an
ardent linux user & open

source promoter. huge fan
of classic detective

mysteries ranging from
agatha christie and
sherlock holmes to

detective columbo & ellery
queen. also a movie buff
with a soft corner for film
noir. netflixs original film

cobalt blue will start
streaming on 3 december.
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based on the best-selling
novel of the same name by
sachin kundalkar, this is a

story of a brother and sister
who fall in love with the
same man. the movie is

headlined by prateik
babbar, neelay mehendale

and anjali sivaraman.
closed captioning helps

people who are d/deaf or
hard-of-hearing by

displaying text on the
television screen to provide
transcription of the audio
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within a movie or tv show.
please note that the movie

or tv show must support
closed captioning in order
for the text to display on

the screen. after the
cheetah carries a fully

grown child to term and
abandons him to die on the

savannah plain, the
remaining cubs remain

orphaned and are raised by
their mother. the movie is
scheduled to release on
22nd december. aahil (
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arjun kapoor ) and sabi (
tarunabhavi ) are students
who meet each other at a
hotel they share with their

fathers. they start
becoming close and then

fall in love, unaware of the
fact that they are brother
and sister. the movie is
scheduled to release on

29th december.
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